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Abstract
Evenafter the publicationof (Michalski&Tecuci1994),the
debateoverwhatpreciselyconstitutes multistrategylearning continues. Whilesomeauthors have advocateda very
fine-grainedviewof cooperationbetweenrelatively small
learningoperators,(Erodeet al. 1993)arguedthat significant practical benefits canbe obtainedfroma morecoarsegrainedinteractionbetweendifferent learningmodules,each
of whichis completeby itself. I subscribeto this view,but
addnon-inductivefunctionalityto establish a multistrategy
context for the designand maintenance
of knowledge
bases.
This paper describes (the implementationof) a coarsegrained,multisU’ategy
architecturefor theoryinductionand
maintenance,
or theory, restructuring, called RRT.Theaim
of theoryrestructuring,andRRT,is to close the gapsbetween
knowledgeengineering,knowledgeacquisition and machine
learning, in order to better supportthe design, andmaintenanceovertime, of knowledge
bases. To this end, a number
of subtasksin the KB-maintenance
processhavebeenidcntiffed, namely
¯ induction:offering access to existing implementations
of
approachesto machinelearningin the hopeof automatically generatinguseful rules fromexemplary
data,
¯ analysis:offeringinsight into the status quoof a KB.
¯ reorganization:offering transformationsthat changethe
formand structure of a KB,whilst retaining the set of
computedanswers, and
¯ evaluation: offering a collection of simple, computable
criteria that mayhelpin assessingthe suitabilityof different formsofa KBto different tasks.
Implementations
of approachesto these tasks havebeenincorporatedin RRT, but can be and are being augmentedby
newtools as these become
available, so I prefer to viewthe
currenttoolchestas an initial proof-el:concept
collection
eventhoughit worksquite well already.
This paper gives an overviewof the setup, describes the
currenttools in somedetail, showshowthird-partytools fit
seamlesslyinto the coarse-grained,loosely coupledarchitecture, and thenreports onempiricalresults in twonon-toy
problemdomains.
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Theory Restructuring:
a Multistrategy
Perspective
on Maintenance of Knowledge
Bases
A knowledgebase (KB) is a formal model of someproblem
domainand consists, at the core and very generally, of facts
and rules. The facts describe the problemdomain, and the
task of a knowledgebased system (KBS)is to infer new
facts on the basis of these given ones and the rules, and/or
to answerqueries about the validity of a newfact with yes
or no.
Practical experience with designing such KBs(Sommer
et al. 1994) has showna need for addressing the task of
maintenance,as well as the tasks addressed in the established fields of KnowledgeAcquisition, Representation &
Engineering, Machine Learning and Logic Programming.
Moresuccinctly, reorganization and correcting knowledge
bases is the nuTst time-consumingphase during KBSdevelopment (Carbonell 1991).
At various points in the life and design cycle of a knowledge base, the rules maybe redundant, inconsistent and only
partially cover the conceptsi that represent the inferential
goal, and it maybe very difficult to gain insight into this
status quo. Naturally, whichrules are desirable and which
are not dependson the application, but evenon an abstract
level, an analysis of a KB’sstatus quo can be variously
motivated:
¯ "Semantically" motivated: Howgood are the rules at
solving their pdmeobjective, covering the goal concept(s), that is, inferring newinstances and/or answering
queries? If coverageis not complete, can this failure be
pinpointedand characterized? Are somerules redundant,
in the basic sense that omitting themhas no effect on the
set ofcomputableanswers? Can this redundancybe characterized? Is the rule set inconsistent and can reasonsfor
inconsistency be pinpointed’?
¯ Pragmaticallymotivated:Is the modelof the real problem
domainas simple as it could be? Is it coherent and
homogeneous
not only in the sense ofperformance,but in
11 use the wordconcept in loose synonymy
with the word
predicatethroughoutthis paper. Likewise,clause and role are
usedmoreor less interchangeably.
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Figure 1: KBSmaintenance (adapted from (Wrobel 1996))
the sense that similarities in the "real world"are reflected
in similar structures in the model?Morespecifically, are
valid and useful relationships in the real world explicit
as concepts in the model? Are these concepts put to
use consistently and throughout?Is the inferential goal
reachedby wayof a chain of inferences with intermediate
concepts (deep theory) or in a single, complexstep (flat
theory; see figures in the appendix)? The latter maybe
desirable in view of run-time optimization, 2 while the
former maybe easier to understand and modify.
¯ Externally motivated: Is the modeladequate, i.e. correct
with respect to the aspect of the world it is meant to
represent?
Fromthis perspective, the maintenancetask can be divided
into three interrelated topics: validation, revision, and restructuring (Figure 1). Validation is concerned with determining whether the knowledgebase, as a formal model
of reality, does in fact fulfill the purpose. (Meseguer1992)
gives a concise overviewof this issue. Revision is concerned
with changing the computedanswer set of the KBSto fix
some problem found in validation, for instance. (Wrobel
1994) gives a detailed treatment. Restructuring is concerned with changesto the knowledgebase that do not alter
the computedanswers, but rather improveother criteria,
such as understandability or execution time.
Theory maintenance:

Insight,

clean-up

&

reorganization
Mymaininterest lies in the investigation and development
of
methodsfor maintaining knowledgebases of logical knowledge based systems, i.e. knowledgebases that can be interpretedas restricted first order logical theories.
Services associated with insight are meantto provide informationon various aspects of the current state of the theory, ranging from simple statistical information and graphical presentationsto such criteria as redundancy,utility and
coverage of the rules in the theory, explanations of why
specific inferences do or do not occur, and computationof
criteria intended to help evaluate theory quality.
2As the "utility problem"
(Minton1988)in explanation-based
learningand subsequentresearch
on "speed-uplearning" (BostrOm
1992; Subramanian&Hunter 1992; Clark & Holm1992) have
shown,this is only a rule of thumb,and often not the case in
practice.

Clean-upinvolves acting on the prior analysis, such as
elimination of unnecessaryrules in theory and unnecessary
conditions in individual rules, fixing non-generativerules,
eliminating unused concepts and renamingconcepts to better reflect their intendeduse.
Reorganizationconcerns the modification of a given theory’s inferential structure without changingthe answerset.
Someexamplesof such modification are:
¯ Introduction of newconcepts into the theory that allow
a moreconcise re-expression of the rules. Motivationis
twofold: finding meaningfuland useful new concepts in
a theory, and providing a deeper inferential structure of
the theory, makingit moremodular,easier to understand

~d modify.°

¯ tqattening or inferential structure by replacing intermediate conceptswith their definitions wherethey occur in
rules. This is the complementof the previous, and minimizes the numberof inferences the KBSmust perform at
runtime.

EmbeddingMachinelearning & Knowledge
Acquisition
Restructuring is embeddedin a context that combinesMachine Learning, KnowledgeAcquisition and Knowledge
Engineering. Machinelearning is concerned with developing algorithms capable of discovering new relationships
expressed as rules -- betweenconcepts in a given KB.
In the context of KBS,these activities can also be viewedas
formsof automaticanalysis of existing knowledge,resulting
in novel interpretations of existing data and/or the discovery
of newrelationships and structures in initially unstructured
data (Sommer1995c). Moresimply, MLoffers an alternative to manualelicitation and formalization of rules from
experts in cases wheredata rather than humanexpertise is
morereadily available.
Early work in MLwas not concerned with this embedded aspect of learning algorithms, but rather with "pure"
algorithms that take input and producea result (a concept
or rule) not necessarily expressed in the same language
as the input, and not interpreted in any way by the algorithm itself (one-shot learning). Morerecent work (Morik
et al. 1993) is taking MLin the direction of open systems,
wherelearning results mayfunction as input for subsequent
learning passes (closed-loop learning), and where a uniform knowledgerepresentation allows knowledgesharing
betweendifferent componentsfor differing purposes (such
as knowledgebrowser, inference engine, explanation, revision and truth maintenancemodules).
Workalong these lines w using MLas a provider of
rules for a KBS-- has shown a need for more explicit
and elaborate forms of evaluation and post-processing than
either the areas of MLand KnowledgeAcquisition have
been concernedwith. In ML,the mainsuccess criterion has
been accuracy: what percentage of the given examplesare
covered by the induced theory, and in somecases, what percentage of probable future exampleswill be covered? This
does not solve the task of combiningthe result of several
algorithms. Otheraspects of utility, such as understandabilSommer
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ity, modularity, maintainability have not been in the main
focus of MLresearch.
In KnowledgeAcquisition, emphasis has been on manual
constructionof rules via elicitation, often in the absenceof
significant numbersofconcreteexamples. Here, thesuccess
criterion is basedon experts judgment:does the expert agree
with the rules that have been formulated by the knowledge
engineer on the basis of the expert’s utterances?
Theoryrestructuring aims at filling the gap betweenthese
two
¯ by allowing for various formsofinspection and evaluation
ofa KB,
¯ by offering ways of reorganizing a KBto make it more
understandable, maintainable and more modular,
¯ by offering meansof characterizing alternative, empirically equivalent forms of KBs.
¯ and by offering meansof sifting a large numberof rules
produced by a number of competing MLalgorithms (and
knowledgeengineers) for a most concise set of necessary
rules.

RRT:an architecturefor multistrategytheory
induction &maintenance
This section describes the coarse-grainedintegration of diverse strategies aimedat offering the knowledgeengineer
a broad palette of services she maywish to take advantage of at different times in the prolonged process of designing and maintaining a knowledgebase. RRTis implemented as one of a number of tools in the MOBAL
system
(Morik et al. 1993; Sommeret al. 1996). The following subsections briefly introduce the modulesthat currently
makeup the RRTarchitecture, s The selection of modules
described here is intended to be representative only -- a
numberof third-party induction algorithms can already be
used from with RRT,and we are adding new ones, as well
as newforms of restructuring as they becomeavailable. A
final caveat: the analytical services that roundoff myperspective on KBmaintenance(recall the introduction) are
also omitted here, but described in (Sommer1996b; 1995d,
Sommer
et al. ! 996).

LINK:
selective, incremental,
flexible, "anytime"
induction
LINK(Sommer1994a) is a relational induction algorithm
based on the idea of describing examplesin terms of what
is knownabout them(or, moreprecisely, about the objects
that appear as argumentsin the given examples),rather than
defining a border betweenpositive and negative examples,
and makingassumptions about what is not known.
LINK’S
attemptat being descriptive is accomplished,first,
by viewing an incrementally extendable, but comparatively
3SinceI wishto stress the cumulative
effect of these tools in
this paper,theyare not describedin detail. Asit happens,all of
themare describedin (Sommer
1996b).alongwith the individual
referencesgiven.
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small, excerpt of a given knowledgebase as a graph, and
using heuristics to select a subgraphand treat it as a hypothesis. Second, a hypothesis is evaluated by computingthe
numberof positive, negative, predicted and uncoveredexamples,and testing these values against twocriteria that are
parameters of the system. This allows LINKto accept hypotheses that cover somenegative examplesor predict some
newones (this methodof testing hypothesesis due in large
part to (Kietz &Wrobel1991) and was first implemented
RDT).
Third, since the hypotheses are always created around
individual examples,it is a simple matter to achievea basic
but effective type of incrementality: LINKcan be told to use
only uncoveredexamplesin constructing hypotheses, so if
it does find acceptablerules, these are guaranteedto provide
a measurablecontribution towardthe goal of constructing a
completedefinition of the goal concept.
Outside of the context provided by RRT,LINKcan be
viewedas a multistrategy induction algorithm, in the sense
that it combinesaspects of three major approachesto induction:
¯ In the mannerof bottom-up,least general generalization
(LGG(Plotkin 1970)) algorithms, LINKgenerates sets
candidate premise literals by collecting facts about the
terms that appear in goal examples-- i.e. constructs fact
chainsto be used as starting clauses.
¯ Rather than using maximalfact chains as starting clauses,
however,it treats eachfact chainas a reservoir of potential
premiseliterals, usinga set of built-in, heuristiccriteria to
select amongstthese candidates, in order to form hypothesis clanses (conjunctionsof the selected literals, withthe
current exampleplaying the role of head or conclusion
literal). In other words,the decision aboutwhichliterals
to add to a clause is heuristically guided(although LINK
does not climbhills).
¯ It uses additional, parameterized,structural criteria to sclect amongpossible hypothesesin the mannerof declarative bias-based systems.
This mayserve to illustrate the distinction betweenfineand coarse-grainedintegration of strategies: LINKis an instance of fine-grained integration, whereseveral strategies
work symbiotically within one implementation,4 while RRT
is an instance of coarse-grainedintegration, whereseveral
autonomousimplementations of strategies cooperate in a
very loosely coupled manner-- the advantage being that
they need not be designed for a multistrategy context. In
sum, this combinationmakesLINKespecially suited to the
restructuring context I amstipulating in this paper, by allowingit
4 LINK’s
predecessorINCY
(Sommer
1993)took this tight integrationonestep furtherbytreating the inducedrules as rule models
and feedingtheminto RDT
as declarativebias. INC¥’srules functioned as examplerules, in a mannerof speaking,whichRDT
then
used for a moreelaborate exploration of the hypothesisspace.
(Ltibbe 1995; Kiet7 &Liibbe 1994) later implemented
a much
moreintricate version of this approachto cooperationbetween
inducers.
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¯ to produceresults without relying on complexdeclarative
bias or negative examples,
¯ to workwith sparse data,
¯ toproduce
generative
rules,
¯ toproduce
morecharacteristic
rather
thandiscriminant
definitions,
¯ to workincrementally,
and
¯ tobeflexible
about
which
acceptance
criteria
forhypotbesesitapplies
(e.g.,
allowing
somenegatives
tobecovered,
orsomenewinstances
tobepredicted).

individual algorithms for reasons which maybe obvious if
you have followed methis far:
¯ Not all induction programsperform this service on the
clauses they induce.
¯ Moreimportantly, an individual programis partially
blindfolded in a numberof ways:
- It is not, in general, aware of the rules it mayhave
inducedin previous passes.
- It is unawareof bigger picture, consisting of rules induced by other programs, as well as rules entered by
hand.
XRA:pragmatic
reduction
of (sub-)theories
In combination, this has bearing on the longer-term goal,
Thetopic
of redundancy
is a difficult
one,mainly
because which I stipulate in this paper, of maintaining a KB. We
cannot expect arbitrary programsto take into account the
no general-purpose
definition
exists.
I haveadopted
the
status quo of the KBwhenproposing new rules, and cerviewpoint
defended
in(Buntine
1988):
"Inthefinal
analtainly very few MLprogramsgo back and re-evaluate the
ysis,
a ruleorsomecondition
intheruleisredundant
for
rules they producedlast weekon the basis of the current,
a particular
KBSif,on itsremoval,
thesystem
wouldcontinue
toperform
asrequired
andstill
dosoafter
anyfeasi- changed state of affairs. So we require the services XRA
offers in order to maintain a coherent, reduced version of
bleextensions
to thesystems
knowledge
havebeenmade:’
Nevertheless,
mostapproaches
to detecting
andeliminating the KB.
redundancy
outside
of MLhavebeenofa moretheoretical
through predicate
nature,
including
BuntineYs
owngeneralized
subsumption, FENDER:reorganization
an extension
of Plotkin’s
seminal
subsumption
algorithm invention
(Plotkin
1970).
By"theoretical"
I meanthatrather
than
In a complextheory consisting of manylong rules, we may
analyzing
(andtaking
advantage
of)thetarget
KBS’s
inferask if the theory can be re-expressed in a moreunderstandential
capabilities,
thesearesimulated
bysomeidealized able way, without losing the desired completecoverage. In
logical
inference
mechanism,
suchas SLD-resolution
and
the concept definition discussed in following results secsubsumption.
I callthisapproach
intenslonal,
because
it
tion, consisting of 30 rules with an averagelength of seven
detects
redundancies
onthebasis
ofconcepts’
definitions, premise literal makingreference to ten different concepts,
i.e.their
intensions,
asopposed
totheir
extensions,
theset
there must be a lot of repetition in the conditions -- such
oftheir
instantiations.
recurring conditions
could
beusedtodefine newconcepts,
’’sintotheoriginals,
In contrast,
theextensional
approach,
whichshould
be
which,
"folded
would
reduce
thesize
familiar
toMLresearchers
sinceitisoftenincluded
asa
ofthetheory
andaddstructure
totheinferences
ofthetarget
post-processing
stepin induction
algorithms,
makesdeciKBS.Moreover,
therulescouldbe madesimpler
by"hidsionsbasedon theknownexamples
of a clause:
GOLEM
ing"someofthevariables
thatappear
inthebody,
butnot
(Muggleton
& Feng1990),
forinstance,
reduces
anacceptintheconclusion
(non-head
variables).
ablehypothesis
bysuccessively
dropping
literals
fromthe
In(Sommer
1994b;
1995b)thenotion
of stratifying
premise
andcomputing
thecoverage
oftheshorter
clause.
If
given
theory
wasintroduced,
essentially
separating
theinitisstillwithin
bounds,
theshorter
clause
replaces
theorigductive
properties
of inverse
resolution
(Muggleton
& Buninalhypothesis,
andthisprocess
continues
until
theshorter tine1988)
fromits(re-)
structuring
properties.
Following
clause
is deemed
over-general.
Conceptually
similar
poststatistics,
distinction
ofdifferent
types
ofconcept
instances
(input,
processing
functionality
canbe foundin mostTDIDTprocontradictory,
redundantly
covered,
uncovered),
explanagrams,
suchasthetreepruning
offered
byC4.5(Quinlan derived,
tions
of(un-)
coveredness
& redundancy,
unused
concepts,
mini1992).
mum
required
inputs
for
the
inference
of
a
specified
goal
(Sommer
A second,
orthogonal
dichotomy
isthatofclause
vs.lit1995d;
Sommer
eta/.
1996).
eralredundancy:
deciding
whether
anentirerulecanbe
eFolding
and
unfolding
arebasic
transformations
oflogic
prodropped
without
penalty,
anddeciding
whether
somecongrams
investigated
inthefield
ofLogic
Programming
(not
surprisdition(s) within a rule can go, turn out to be two different
ingly),
seee.g.(Bruynooghe
etal.1994).
Unfolding
should
be
tasks, contrary to what one mightexpect. This said, XRA
can
familiar
tomost
MLresearchers,
asitistheformal
variant
ofwhat
be characterized as a collection of services offering extenisdone
inexplanation-based
{leaminglgeneralization}.
Folding
is
sional clause and literal reductionsfor restricted first order
theinverse
operation,
replacing
a conjunction
ofliterals
ina rule
premise
with
a single
literal,
that
elsewhere
intheory,
isdefined
theories (no function symbols,a restriction inherited from
s I beUevein offering this functionality outsideof
precisely
astheconsequence
ofthatconjunction.
Froma Logic
MOBAL).
Programming
perspective,
constructive
induction
systems,
aswell
s XRA
offers a number
of other servicesaimedat.the knowledge
as FENDER,
perform"constructivefolding", becausethe fold literal is beingdefinedon-tbe-fly,rather thanalreadyexistingin the
engineerwishingto gaininsightinto this state of affairs: focussed
excerpts of the KBin text and graphics windows,performance
theory.
Sommer
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a specific strategy, FENDER
performs a number of interand intraconstruction steps on a given ruleset, restructuring by introducing newintermediate concepts, retaining the
set of computed answers of the theory. In other words,
FENDER
performs the constructive part of constructive induction, leaving the induction part to someother algorithm.
So, while the input to a (constructive) induction program
consists of facts, FENDER’S
consists of rules already induced by another module (or entered by the knowledge
engineer). The result is a newinferential structure that is
deeper and moremodular, and possibly easier to understand
and maintain. The new intermediate concepts are intensionally defined and put to immediateuse; they makeimplied
relationships explicit by exploiting similarities and differences betweenoriginal clauses of the theory. Figures 6 and
7 showthe inferential structure of a flat theory, and corresponding deep theory using concepts invented by FENDER;
see also the section on access policies below.

-operate
in defining may-operate,
which, at least, is
not a very intuitive wayof implementingan access policy).
Next, we apply RDT(Kietz &Wrobel1991 ) to the same
data. Here weget a large numberof rules (30) that do however cover all instances’. Oneexampleof the 30 original
non-redundantgoal-concept rules:
may

owner(X, Y)
& has-dept (Y, Z)
& manages(Z, X)
& works-in(U, Z)
& operator(U)
& optype (V, threshold-read)
-+ may-operate (U, X, V)

It is to be understoodas follows: "If an employeeworksin
the departmentthat managesa switch, and that department
belongs to the companythat ownsthe switch, and the employee has operator status, then the employeemayperform
operations of type threshold-read on that switch".

EVAL:
criteria for communication
abouttheories
(Sommer1995a) (Sommer1996a) motivated and defined
somesimple, computablecriteria for the evaluation of theories. The primary purpose was to look beyond the established MLcriteria concerning accuracy, and attempt to
capture the moreelusive quality of understandability; as
such, the proposedcriteria are similar in spirit to the intuitions expressed in (Bergadanoet al. 1988), although quite
different in detail. Thecriteria are summarized
in Figure 2,
and Figures 3, 4 and 5 makeuse of somein comparingthe
theories described in the next section.

Empirical results: Access Policies & Machine
Shop Scheduling
Accesspolicy in a telecomnetwork
This subsection gives brief account of RRTbeing used
in concert with the learning algorithms RDTand FOIL,
applied to the SPEEDdomain (Sommer et al. 1994).
The task is to find rules that correctly explain or derive
the known instances of may-operate (<User>, <Component>,
<Operation>,
an instance
of whichspecifies
that <user>may apply<Operation>
to <Component>
in the distributed network of telecommunication routing
components (examples below). The available background
knowledgeconcerns various attributes of the employees,
companies,switches and operations involved, and relationships between them, such as whoownsor rents which components, whoworks for whomand in which department, etc.
There are 26 different concepts in all and 1215instances of
the goal,
Induction Weapply two different MLalgorithms in the
hope of "discovering" a policy in the distribution of permitred accesses, represented by the knowninstances of
may-operate.
The results of FOIL(Quinlan 1990) on this
dataset are not entirely satisfactory: it producesa theory
consisting of two rules that cover only 60%of the given
instances, one of whichis recursive (i.e. makesreference to
176
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Analysis The theory induced by RUTprovides two important types of insight into the underlyingdata. First, the rules
explain howthe knownaccess rights can be derived from
the other data (the basic description of the problemdomain,
which might be sourced from a GIS or DBMS).Second,
of the 26 relations present in the data, 16 are not referred
to in the bodyof any rule. This has obvious implications
for data analysis and databasedesign: if the target relations
represent the goal of the database, i.e. the queries that are
to answeredby the system, then those relations foundirrelevant neednot be included in the data. In the present state
of the theory induced by RDT,this meansinformation about
geographicallocations, and about the employeerelationship
between users and companies(as opposed to departments)
is irrelevant for determining who maydo what to which
component.
Understandability & Reorganization At this point we
mayask the question posed in the section on FENDER
above:
can the current theory, consisting of 30 clauses with average length of seven premise literals, be re-expressed in a
more understandable way, without losing the desired complete coverage’? F~DERsuggests one way of achieving
this by introducing four new concepts into the theory. In
the following, constructed predicates have been renamed
for clarity. Note also that if they are deemedrelevant and
their definitions have been understood by the user, these
new concepts and their user-supplied names makeexplicit
valid relationships betweenobjects of the problemdomain;
they add structure and useful terminologyto the theory on
the "knowledgelevel" as well as on the implementational
level.
7RDTuses an entirely different approachthan FOIL,basedon
additionaldeclarativebias in the formof role models,so that this
shouldnot be takenas a generalindicationof the relative merits
of the twotechniques:see (Sommer
et al. 1994)and the original
sourcesfor detai]s.
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The first concept found by FENDER
makesa relationship
betweencomponents,departmentsand users explicit that is
implicit in all of the original rules:
has-dept (C, D)
& works-in(U, D)
& manages(D, S)

--* cu_manages(S,
C, U)
Rewritingthe original rules by using this newconcept(folding) does not reduce the numberof rules, but makes them
simpler, both by shortening themand by eliminating any reference to departments, i.e. eliminating a non-headvariable
from the top-level rules. The second new concept makes
use of the first, and is disjunctively defined:
rented-by( S, C
& works-for(U,C)
& cu_manages(S, C, U)

owner( S, C
& works-for(U,C)
& cu-m~nages (S, C, U)

--, responsible(S,U)
-~ responsible(S,U)
Folding this into the rules reduces their number,since any
occurrence of either the one or the other definition body
is replaced, so that several pairs of rules may’~nelt" into
one. Note also that the top-level rules are again shortened and any reference to companiesis eliminated. The
third and fourthconcepts introduced, ~ager_op (OP) and
operator_op (Op), group the constants found in the original rules according to the context they appear in. This
eliminates constants from the top-level rules and further reduces their number,so that finally, the 30 are subsumedby
these two:
responsible( S, U)
& manager_op(OP)
& manager (U)

responsible( S, U
& operator_op(OP}
& operator (U)

r~y-operate(U,S,OP).
~ may-operate(U,S,OP).
Figures 6 and 7 showthe inferential structure of, respectively, the flat theory induced by RDTand corresponding
deep theory as reorganized by FENDER.
Evaluation This definition of the goal concept is arguably
easier to understandthan the original one, as it contains far
less rules than the original, and the individual rules are
shorter and use fewer variables. A more detailed comparison and discussion of understandability issues is given in
(Sommer
1996a); see also the figures in the appendix.
Next to providing insight into the data and makingthe
induced theory moreunderstandable, the concepts proposed
during restructuring mayalso be useful in a database design
context (Sommer1995c).s Suppose the original database
with 26 relations werean initial roughdraft. After induction
and restructuring, one might consider replacing those 26
with the 4 found by FENDER,
i.e. modify the input format
of the database to include only required information in a
concise format. Notably, the fact that FENDER
was able to
fold both rented-by
and ownerinto a single intermediate
concept (responsible) means that this distinction need
not be madein the future (although it maybe required for
purposes other than determiningaccess privileges).
SThanks
to LucdeRaedtfor pointingout this possibility.

Reducing individual rules The 30 rules induced by RDT
are not clause redundant(recall the discussion in section on
XRA
above), in fact no instance is covered by morethan one
rule-- even thoughRDTdoes not guarantee such results per
se. They mayhoweverbe literal redundant, and this may
serve as brief illustration of extensional reduction’s value
in practice: As the rules have been induced from facts,
no backgroundtheory relating concepts to one another is
available, so that simple subsumptionis the only applicable
formof intensional analysis. Norule is subset of another, so
intensional analysis offers no form of reducingthe ruleset.
Extensionalanalysis, on the other hand, finds one or more
premise literals in each rule that can be droppedwithout
changingthe rule’s coverage, so that the average numberof
premiseliterals is reducedfromsevento 5.5, and the size of
the theory is reduced from 750 to 615 symbols. Moreover,
one concept has been eliminated entirely from the list of
required minimuminputs.
Allowinggeneralizations -- accepting reduced versions
of the rule that cover moreexamplesthan the original, as
long as this remainswithin the confines of the overall set of
knownexamples -- has an even more marked effect: the
average numberof premise literals is reduced from seven to
four, and the size of the theory is reducedfrom 750 to 240
symbols. The list of required minimuminputs is reduced
from nine to five. Mostsignificantly, the numberof rules
has been halved, from 30 to fifteen, because the deletion of
literals has renderedpairs of rules equivalent. Theseresults
are summarizedin Figure 3.
Reducinga set of rules Asa brief illustration of the distinction betweenintensional and extensional reduction in
practice, consider a version of SPEED
containing a large
numberof rules from a variety of sources (RDT,GOLIZM,
LINK, FENDER,
user input and a procedure that produces
randompermutationsof rules). The rules are both literalredundant and, since several algorithms have been applied
independently, clause redundant.
Intensional reduction here is able to spot the rules that
are randompermutations of others, but not, for instance,
rules that makeuse of synonymous
concepts, such as those
produced by repeated calls to FENDER.
Extensional reduction isable to weedout allrules
up to the twoconstructed
by FENDER
(above), thus attaining the best possible result.
Theseresults are summarizedin Figure 4.
Relearning In a final set of experiments, we return to
FOIL.Usingthe newconcepts formedby FENDER,it is able
to producetwo rules that correctly cover all instances (they
are almost identical to FENDER’S
reformulations above).
Furthermore,in a larger dataset containing moreoperations
and more than 7000 instances of may-operate, FOIL is
also able to induce a correct theory using the new concepts, while it fails without them. This provides a second
indication of the new concepts’ utility. Note this could
be a general-purpose wayof proceeding: first using a excerpt of data together with an exhaustive-search algorithm
like RDT,then letting FENDER
invent highly informative
Summer
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(in the information-gain sense) new concepts, and finally
applying a faster, heuristically guided algorithm such as
FOILto the larger dataset, including the new concepts.
(Wnek1993) reports on successful applications of a similar strategy, "hypothesis-drivenconstructive induction", in
attribute/value domains.
Machine Shop Scheduling
Third-party work This is work in progress conducted
principally by WolfgangEwert and colleagues at the Technical University of Chemnitz, Germany(Ewert, Diirr,
Oley 1994; Dfirr, Ewert, &Leidhold 1995).
Induction In work towards her Master’ thesis (ZOiler
1995), GinaZoeller describes the use of RRTin restructuring
a theory governing the sequence in whichform elements are
processedin the construction of workpieces.In prior steps,
definitions were induced by RDTfor three concepts stating
whetherelements are to be processed in direct succession,
simultaneously (an important concept in scheduling, as it
meansthe elements must mountedon the vise together) or
in general succession (allowing other elementsto be handled
in between).
Reduction XRAwas able to significantly reduce the size
of these (sub)theories, e.g. from 183 to 14 and 267 to
rules in different versions of the domain(Z611er1995, p. 50).
Droppingredundant literals from the remaining rules reducedtheir average premiselength from 3 literals to 2.
Reorganization FENDER
was applied to these reduced
theories and was able to suggest several intermediate concepts reflecting recurring conditions in the original rules.
As someof these where disjunctively defined (and deemed
useful by the domainexpert), this led to further reductionsin
the numberof rules needed. It also "discovered" a concept
describing situations in whichseveral pairs of elementsare
to be processed in one production step.
In summary,RRTwas judged useful both in (Z611er 1995)
and when applied to previous work in the machine shop
scheduling domain(Oley 1994).
Continuing work The machine shop scheduling problem
looks to be a very promising application for the coarsegrained integration of strategies in RRT.Althoughthe work
is very muchin progressat the time of this writing, I’d like
to list somethe results attained morerecently:
Incremental induction In a domain with some 2500 instances of a binary ordering relation specifying whichform
element should by processed before which in the construction of a complexmachinetool, LINKwag able to induce a
partial definition, covering approx. 90%with no false classifications, but somepredictions we are not sure about at
this time -- i.e. the theory maybe slightly over-general in
practice. This definition initially consisted of well over 300
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clauses, and the inductiontime was considerable:all in all,
over 24 hours processor time on a Spare IPX was necessary. LINK"’built-in inerementality" camein very handy
here, as we wereforced to abort several learning passes -whenwe restarted, LINKwas able to take into account the
clauses inducedin previous passes, and since it can be made
to use only uncoveredinstances as seeds for the construction of newhypotheses,the definition grewin a truly useful
incremental manner.
Wolf gang Ewerthad previously applied FOIL,GOLEM
and
RDTtO the same domain. Even with hand-crafted negative
examples(with hundreds of form elements, a blind closedworld assumption would produce prohibitive megabytesof
negative examples)neither of the first twowereable to produce good results -- note that LINKdoes not need negative
examplesin general, and did not use any here. RDTdid produce somepromisingresults, but only with the help of some
hand-crafted rule models(RDT’Sprimary form of declarative bias, higher order constructs in whichpredicate symbols
are variables and must be instantiated with predicate names
from the KBat hand) produced by WolfgangEwert in the
course of a year of trail and error, whereasLINKproduced
results immediately,fromthe "bare facts" only.

Reduction Next, the 300-plus clause definition was reduced downto approximately 100 clauses using XRA’Sextensional clauseand literal reductionfacilities. RRT
offers a
complementarymoduleimplementing some intensional reductions (Plotkin and Buntine in the section on XRA
above),
but this offers little help in practice: in the presenceof representative examples,the "redundancies"discovered intensionally are alwaysa subset of the extensional ones. There
is a basic tradeoff betweenthe two -- extensional analysis may determine "too many" redundancies, which may
becomeinvalidated over time in unfavorable cases, while
intensional analysis maydiscover too few, that, however,
are guaranteed to be valid across monotonicgrowth of the
KB.This is due to an intensional completenessassumption
that all valid relationships betweenconcepts in a KBbe
explicitly note in the form of rules -- without such rules,
redundancy can only be detected extensionally. This dependencyis especially relevant whenrules are learned from
facts only: since the concepts are defined by enumeration
only, intensionai analysis has nothing to work with (except the simplest subsumptionrelation betweenthe induced
clauses themselves) (Sommer1996b, Ch. 3).
Accordingly, only a handful of rules were found to be
intensionally redundant here, but a numberof rules with
relatively low coverage were made unnecessary by rules
LINKinduced in one of its subsequent passes (obviously,
this is a posteriori analysis, and another indication of the
powerof extensional reductions in the task of consolidating
the results of several passes and/or several induction algorithms). Also, someof the premise literals were found to
he extensionally redundant (dropping them had no adverse
effect on rules’ coverage),so the averagelength of rules was
also reduced, along with the numberof rules.
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Reorganization Finally, the reduced theory was fed into
FENDER,
which came up with about ten new intermediate
concepts. Folded into the reduced theory, they reduced
the size by another significant factor. WolfgangEwert
is currently trying to talk the local engineeringexperts in
Chemnitzinto judging these intermediate concepts for realwofld relevance. Since real-world expertise is a well-known
bottle-neck in our game,we are also rerunning the experiments with FOIL, GOLEM
and LINK,to see if the new concepts provide additional help in the induction process, as
they did in the SPEEDdomainabove.

Conclusion
I hope to have illustrated the benefits of adopting myperspective on KBmaintenance, that of theory restructuring.
By offering the services of induction, analysis, evaluation
and reorganization under a coherent roof, the overall functionality of the resulting multistrategy systemexceeds the
net profit of using the tools individually, in a numberof
ways:
¯ Induction can be used as a form of data analysis for unfamiliar domains, both in the obvious vein of proposing
newor alternate definitions for goal concepts, and in the
less obvious one of offering insights into relevance and
irrelevance of specific concepts.
¯ Incremental induction can be used to complete incomplete definitions, and update the theory as newcases become known.
¯ Predicate invention on the basis of induced and expertelicited theories
- offers automatic delivery of novel perspectives on the
current KBby producing alternatives that are more
concise, modular, arguably easier to understand, make
recurring conditions explicit, and yet are empirically
equivalent to the original;
- adds further insight into the possibilities of designing
moreconcise representations or database schemas;
- mayeven provide added help for subsequent induction
(recall "Relearning" in the section on access policy
above).
¯ Stand-alone reduction, as opposed to post-processing
steps provided by individualinducers, can producea concise, coherent theory fromlarge collections of rules from
a variety of sources, and can detect redundancies that
occur over time, and between competing sub-theories,
whichindividual induces are blind to.
¯ Simple, computableevaluation criteria allow comparison of alternative, empirically equivalent theories, and
may allow cooperation and competition between inducers workingon the sameset of tasks.
The loose coupling of diverse strategies exemplified by
LINK(induction), XRA(reduction), FENDER
(reorganization through predicate invention) and EVAL
(evaluation)
the powerof introspection, incremental reduction, modularity and dynamicrestructuring at the knowledgeengineer’s
fingertips.

Current WorkAlthough I am sceptical about the ultimate
goals of so-call "hard AI", promising experiences with the
present system have motivated us to look into the possibilities of adding more autonomyto the services provided
by RR’r. Weare currently working on a process envelope
to RRTthat wouldresult in a moreautonomous,agent-like
systemable to accept high-level goal specifications and perform corresponding experiments on its own. The central
idea is a simplified stock market metaphor, in which brokers mediate between an arbitrary numberof autonomous
agent processes that either competeon one and the same
subtask or cooperate by addressing different aspects of a
larger conglomerate task. The brokers would communicate
9in a language based on the criteria implementedin EVAL,
coordinating their clients" (e.g. FOIL,GOLEM,
LINK,XRA,
FENDER)
induction and maintenanceactivities via a traditional blackboard scheme, the advantage being that these
clients need not be designed for a distributed setting
from their point of view, they are performingprecisely the
services they were designedfor.
While RRTrepresents a coarse-grained integration of
strategies, this new system wouldbe a more finely integrated multistrategy systemfrom the user’s point of view.
In RRT,the functionalityof the tools is put at her fingertips,
but she retains control. In the newsystem, her intuitions
about whichtool might yield interesting results in the next
step wouldhave to be replaced by explicitly implemented
control strategies basedon the current status quoin the theory, as reflected in the numberscomputedby EVAL.
In the
vein of empoweringrather than automating (Winograd
Flores 1986), it seems to me one cannot hope to replace
domainexperts’ intuitions with hard-codedstrategies, although one may hope to compensate with computational
brute force, in the mannerof chess playing systems. However, while in chess success is determined by whether or
not the programwins, whenrelying on a KBSin practice,
we will be more apt to understandand trust a theory whose
evolution we ourselves have guided than one issued from a
black box.
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Criterion

I Rationale

IRgoalJ

# rules about goal concept: less is more#
relation between# instances &# rules; moreis better

Av.Coverage

=

RedundancyIndex

av. # instances coveredby one rule; moreis better

"~
= 1

R,~io
Av.Coverage

normalizedratio betweenthe two above; a value > 0 indicates instances are covered by morethan one rule

Size(Raoat)

# symbolsrequired to represent theory

Size(Rsoa
0
Compression = Size(posgoel)

rel. betweenabove&# symbolsrequired to represent the
instances; a value > I indicates remembering
the instances
is "cheaper" than rememberingthe theory

Inference

Depth

max.# of inference steps required to computean answer;

Min. Req. Inputs

# conceptsused in rules of the theory; restructuring tranformations such as un/folding &reduction influence this;
rules mayreference concepts "unnecessarily"

Av. Length of clauses

av. # of premiseliterals in the rules of the theory; a rough
approximationof the complexityof indiviual rules

Av. #Vars per clause

# variables in rules’ premises; another rough approximation of the complexityof indiviual rules

Av. #NonHead Vats per clause

# variables appearing in premise, but not in conclusion;
these "clutter" rules unnecessarily &might be avoided by
better representation design (intermediate concepts that
"suppress" non-headvariables)

Av. #Constants per clause

constants in rules might be considered an indication of
over-specific rules and/or imperfect representation design
(could be avoided with intermediate concepts that "suppress" constants)

Figure 2: Summaryof EVAL’stheory evaluation criteria (Sommer1996a)

#Rules
Inst/RulesRatio
TheorySize
Compression
Av.Length
Av.Vars
Av.NonHead
Req.lnpu~Concepts

Original
30
40.5
750
0.154
7
5
2
9

",~
~
",~
"~
"--*
0,~
"~
"~

Reduce
30
40.5
615
0.126
5.5
5
2
8

~
",--,
,~
~
~
",~
"~
",~

AllowGeneralizations
15
81
240
0.049
4
4
i
5

Figure 3: Reducingindividual rules (Literal redundancy).See "Reducingindividual rules" in the section on access policies.
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#Rules
Inst/RulesRatio
Av.Co~erage
Redundancylndex
TheorySize
Compression
Av.Length
Av.Vars
Av.NonHead
Av.Constants
Req.InputConcepts

Original
260
4.67
60.75
0.92
5605
1.153
5.76
4.67
1.67
0.98
9

,,.,
---*
-,-*
-,~
-,.,
-,-*
-,-*
"~
",-*
-~
",,,

Intensional
109
11.14
86.2
0.87
1844
0.379
4.1
4.23
1.23
0.96
9

~,,
-,,*
-~*
~,~
-,.*
~
",~
-,~
,,~
",~
",~

Extensional
2
607.5
607.5
0.0
22
0.004
3
3
0
0
5

Figure 4: Intensional and extensional reduction (Clause redundancy). See "Reducinga set of rules" in the section on access
policies.
Evaluation Criteria
I Raoail (# rules about goal concept)
Ratio

= ~
IRllo~ll

i Origiaal
!
i 30

FENDER
-,--

2 (20)

40.5

-,~

607.5

Av.Coverage

= ~
IRgo.~l

40.5

-,~

607.5

Redundanevlndex

= 1 - Av.Coverage
Ratio

0.0

-~

0.0

Syntactic Size of Rgoa: : Size(Rgoat)

750

~

22 (151)

Compression = Si~e(Rf°’O
si**(Pos~.O

0.154

~

0.004 (0.031)

Inference

1

",*

3

Av. Length of clauses

7.0

~

3 (1.50)

Av. #Vats per clause

5.0

-,-* 3 (1.55)

Av. #NonHead Vars per clause

2.0

",-* 0 (0.15)

Av. #Constants per clause

l.O

-,~0 (0.75)

Depth

Figure 5: Comparisonof original (induced by RDT)and restructured (FENDER)
versions of SPEEDwith 1215 example
instances of may-operat e. The criteria are motivated and defined in (Sommer1996a). Briefly, however:
¯ Values for the required theory are in parentheses: in a deep theory using intermediate concepts in inferences,
it makessense to investigate the values both for the top-level theory (the set of rules defining the goal concept)
andthe required theory, whichis the unionof the former and the set of rules defining the intermediateconcepts.
In a flat theory, the twoare identical, since there are no intermediateconcepts.
¯ The syntactic size of formulae is determined by counting the numberof symbols (as in (Muggleton& Buntine
1988), for example.
¯ eov(ri) is the set of instances covered by rule (clause) ri Rgoai. Via Av.Cweerage, this is used in
Redundanevlndez, which represents as simple approximation of a given (sub-) theory’s redundancy. The
closer this value is to 1, the more"redundant" the theory is, in the following sense: ideally, each instance
should be covered by only one rule in the theory; if this is the case, then Ratio = AvCovand consequently
Redundanevlndez = 0. The more instances are multiply covered, the larger Av.Coverage’s value, while
Ratio’s remainsconstant, so that Red -. 1. Notethat in the exampleabove, the original ruleset is not redundant,
so the restructured one isn’t either.
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Figure6: Inferential structureof (flat) SPEED
theoryinducedby RDT,consistingof 30 rules (see also Figure5). Left to right:
input conceptsused in rule premises--* top-level rule layer ~ goal concept.
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Figure 7: Inferential structure after reorganizationby FENDER
(inference depth3, see also Figure 5). Left to right: input
concepts~ intermediate-level1 rules ---* intermediateconcepts! --, intermediate-levelrules 2 --* intermediateconcepts2 --~
top-level rules --- goal concept)
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Figure8: Flat SPEED
theory inducedby RDT.Thecorresponding
reorganizedversion consists of only tworules plus
definitionsof the conceptsinventedby FENDER
(see "Understandability
&Reorganization"
in the sectionon accesspolicies).
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